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Abstract
The use of an electrodynamic tether to generate power or thrust on the Space Station raises
important plasma issues associated with the current flow. In addition to the issue of current
closure through the Space Station, high power tethers (> tens of kilowatts) require the use of
plasma contactors to enhance the current flow. They will generate large amounts of electrostatic
turbulence in the vicinity of the Space Station. This is because the contactors work best when a
large amount of current driven turbulence is excited. Current work is reviewed and future directions
suggested.
1 Introduction
Electrodynamic tethers have been studied as a means of providing electrical power and thrust
for the Space Station. Typically such tethers would be 20-100 km in length and have power levels
of 25 kw to 100 kw. The use of an electrodynamic tether offers the significant advantage of a
device which is reversible in that it can produce both power (kinetic energy of the Station
electrical energy) and thrust (electrical energy _ kinetic energy of the Station). Furthermore
in the power generation mode, the tether - drag compensation system produces electrical energy
more efficiently than direct conversion of the chemical energy in the rocket fuel used for drag make-
up. However since the electrodynamic tether by its very nature works by its interaction with the
plasma environment, the space technology plasma issues associated with its use are of critical
importance.
In this paper some of the plasma issues currently under investigation are reviewed and several
important plasma issues for the future are identified . The outline of the paper is as follows: in
section II, work on current induced radiation from the Station is reviewed, in section III, a simple
theory of plasma contactors is presented, in section IV, the role of turbulence induced transport is
outlined and in section V, the implications for the future of this work are discussed.
2 Current induced radiation from the Space Station
The combination of an electrodynamic tether with the Space Station may look like the config-
uration in Fig. 1. Whatever the final configuration is like, one of the effects of the tether will be to
draw a current through parts of the Station Structure. Of course, since the Station is itself a large
conducting object in low earth orbit, it will see a motionally induced potential along its structure
and a current flow even without an electrodynamic tether. The current through the system will
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Figure 1: Space Station - Tether combination
cause the irreversibleloss of power which will be emitted as electromagnetic radiation into the
surrounding ionosphere. We assume that the current density flowing through the tether-station
combination varies as coa(os*t)where a_* _ 0 takes into account that the tether current may have
an AC variation impressed on it.This can occur for two possible reasons, firstlybecause the power
distribution system on the Station will probably be AC and there could be some inductive cou-
pling between this current and the current in the power distribution system. Secondly, another
possible use for the tether isas an antenna [M.D. Grossi, private communication, 19861 in which
case the current in the system would necessarilybe AC. With this assumption for a source current,
Maxwell's equations for the emission into a magnetoactive medium can be solved and itcan be
shown that the average radiated power (Pr=_)can be written as
Pr,d= _:z (I)
where I is the current flowing through the tether-station combination and Z is the radiation
impedance given by z
Z = Zo_-2fa=,,d, 1 c oo ' k,= . c:k_ 1/:
In (2), Zo = 2ca/c 2 in gaussian units, cA is the A1fven velocity in the ionosphere, Vo is the
orbitalvelocityof the system, j_:isthe (Fourier tranformed) current density flowing iu the Station,
k_ - kl+k_ and kz = (oJ-w*)/Vo. The functions $(oJ) and P(_) are the well known perpendicular
and parallel diagonal elements of the dielectrictensor2 characterizing the ionosphere around the
system. In the fzequency integralin (2),the integration isonly over the allowed bands of emission
in the cold ionosphere. There are two possible bands, the Alfven band (O < _ < _i. the ion
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Figure 2: Radiation impedance Z against AC frequency of the current
cyclotron frequency) and the lower hybrid band (w_ < _ < f_e,with _ - _ and _e being
the electron cyclotron frequency). In fig.2 we present a typical calculation of Z(_') for probable
Space Station paxameters. For low AC frequencies (_' < 102Hz) the irreversibleradiation loss
occurs in both the Alfven band and the lower hybrid band and for a typical current of 10 Amps
isapproximately 420 w. For higher AC freauenci_s (,_.,._ ln4_, ........... / most of the radiated power isin
the lower hybrid band and for a 10 Amp current, 7.5 kw of power isradiated. For very high AC
frequencies the amount of power radiated in either band isnegligible.
These calculations suggest a number of interestingconclusions. First, that radiative loss of
power from the tether-stationsystem may be important and secondly, that electromagnetic noise
will be found around the Space Station even for very small AC frequencies. This may explain the
observation of solar array hiss. [C. Purvis, private communication, 1986].
3 Theory of Plasma Contactors
The electrodynamic tether works by using the ionosphere as a source of electrons to make up
the current flow. The random electron current density in the ionosphere at Station altitudesisvery
low ('_ 10-sA/m 2) and so to collecteven 1 A of current would require a collectionarea of 1000 m 2.
This has motivated research into plasma contactors where a plasma source surrounds the current
collectorwith a plasma cloud which then provides a much larger effectivecollectionarea than the
physical area of the collector.This works as long as electronswhich stream along the geomagnetic
fieldand enter the cloud can be diverted towards the anode at the end of the tether. ,A.suf_cient
condition for this to occur isthat
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where ue is the effective electron momentum scattering frequency and 12e is the electron cyclotron
frequency. This condition states that in the cloud electrons will scatter before they complete their
gyro-orbits. Hence they will not be bound to the field lines and can be collected at the anode. This
condition is not necessary since to collect electrons all that is required is that electrons can undergo
a random walk across the magnetic field at a rate sufficient to give the desired current. However
use of this condition leads to a particularly simple analysis and enables us to place bounds on the
current-voltage characteristics of the contactor S. With this sufficiency condition we can model the
contactor cloud as a spherical expansion from some initial radius ro to some critical radius re where
ue/12, -- 1. The cloud is then described by the equations
__ = ap, m£u, (a¢ _[ . 4--_)] (41Or e., ar
_: (_:m.O = o (5)
-,=m (6)
(T)
ho,:,=_+z,, (s)
with boundary conditions
_(_o)=_,, (9)
where c_ is the ion acoustic velocity
¢(_o)= _o, (_o)
In these equations, subscript imeans ions and e means electrons and the rest of the notation is
standard.
The total current Itotalconsists of outgoing ions and incoming electrons. The ions are taken
as freely fallingunder the influence of the potential. The equations (4) - (8) are the statement
that the ions are repelled by the anode at ro while the electrons are collected. The plasma cloud
stays quasineutral and the potential drop is determined from the self-consistentforce balance in
the radial direction.To complete this simple model a prescription for the electron scattering rate
isneeded as a function of density. We take the scattering as
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where v_ is Coulomb scattering, Pc,, is electron-neutral scattering and vef! is turbulent scat-
tering. It is easy to show that for most contactor plasmas (he _< 1012crn-S_nn(neutral) <_
1012crn-a,Te --, 5eV)_ vd @ ve_ <_ fle hence turbulent scattering is essential for current collection.
The turbulent scattering is modelled as
v,ss (13)
where a _-< 5E_ >/8_/nT, is the fraction of energy in the electrostatic turbulence relative to
the thermal energy; copeis the electro plasma frequency. We note that for saturated ion acoustic
turbulence c_ _ 10 -s - 210- . These one dimensional equations for the spherical cloud have been
solved for an argon plasma and the results are presented in figs 3 and 4. In fig. 3 the potential drop
is shown against the total current for different ion currents. In order to obtain significant currents
it was found to be necessary to assume high turbulence levels (a _- 0.2 - 0.4). For each contactor
ion current (Ic) it was shown that the total current was limited. This is because as the total current
is increased, the potential drop increases which causes the ions to gain an increasing amount of
energy as they fall down the potential hill. This has the effect of making the plasma cloud contract
and at some current the total current exceeds the sum of the saturation electron current and the ion
current. For total currents larger than this value, a very large potential drop (-_kV) is required.
From fig. 3 we see that increasing the turbulence level does increase the potential drop as expected
but a far more important effect is the increase of the cloud size with turbulence level and hence
the increase in the maximum total current which can be obtained. Note that in all calculations the
total potential drop is r_latlv_ly sm_ll (_ ln3T/_ ,_L.'_, ................ ]. L -_illustrates the power of plasma contactors
in that large currents (- 10'sA) can be pulled for small potential drops.
In figure 4 we see that the gain (hot_l//_on) decreases with increasing ion current. This is due
to the cloud contraction mentioned previously. For small contactors (I_ - 10-3A) it can be as high
as 15 but for the bigger contactors that would be used on the Space Station a gain of 6 is more
typical. This suggests that use of several small contactors may be more efficient (in terms of the
mass of gas needed for the contactor) than using one big contactor. This is shown by the following
calculation. Four amperes of total current can be obtained with 1 contactor emitting an ion current
of 2 A and with a gain of 2, or it can be obtained by using 4 contactors emitting an ion current
of 0.2 A each with a gain of 5 each. The total ion current in this case is 0.8 A. Hence by using a
number of smaller contactors the total mass flow rate is less than half that needed by using one
bigger contactor.
This simple model suggests that plasma contactors can work as advertised, in being low
impedance current collection devices. However they will require the generation of large plasma
clouds and electrostatic turbulence. Both of these may have an impact on Space Station.
A more sophisticated analysis suggests that there might still be a region of spherical expansion
even when the condition ve > 12e is not required. We can see this as follows:
The plasma cloud emitted from a contactor used in the ionosphere bears an important resemb-
lence to barium releases in the magnetosphere. In both cases the initial energy density in the cloud
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rexceeds the energy density stored in the ambient magnetic field. This is conventionally measured
by the plasma/3 defined as
t9 = n(T, + Ti) (14)
B2/S_r
where the electron temperature T, and the ion temperature Ti are in energy units. The magnetic
energy density is B2/8_r. When/9 ?_ 1 then the plasma has more thermal energy than magnetic
energy. For a contactor which emits a density n -_ 1012crn -s with Te - 5 eV and Ti "" 0.1 eV and
for B = 0.45 Gauss we obtain/3 - 9.9 x 102 >> 1. When/9 > 1 then the plasma will shield out
magnetic fields as well as electric fields. That is, the self-consistent magnetic field in the plasma
cloud will dominate the response of the cloud to magnetic fields and the effect of the ambient field
will be insignificant. This suggests an explanation for the fact that ground based experiments have
seen no dependance on the earth's magnetic field in the current characteristics of the cloud.
A simple model would suggest that since the ambient field is not important in the cloud then
the cloud will expand sphericMly until we have/9 __ 1. For a release which scales as 1/r _ and is
isothermal then
B2 n°r2° "T
_-_r _ --_--2 (,+T,) (15)
If the initial density is 10ncrn -3 and ro is 10cm (which are the conditions of our previous
contactor study) then we obtain rs - radius of high/3 spherical expansion -- 3.15 m. At the point
at which this is reached we have n(rs) -- 1.01 x 10%rn -3. This high/3 core will essentially provide
a collector volume which is much larger than the physical collector volume. This is because any
electron ,u__ ,,• •
_**_ enters cms regnon isvery likelytobe pulled into the center as a resultof the bias on the
collector. However, this expanded region will stillnot be enough to collectthe ampere level
currents necessary for viable operation of a system. Therefore the collisionalenhancement we
have discussed previously may stillbe necessary. The plasma cloud therefore will probably look
as in fig.5.
The distorted outer region of the cloud will play an important role in communicating information
about the collector along the field lines. This is because with no cloud the physical collector will
emit Alfven wings which will carry information about it down the field lines and accelerate electrons
toward it. Hence the distance down the field that the moving collector can collect from is given by
TO
where V,,, is the Alfven velocity, and ro/Vo is the transit time of the collector across a field line.
Hence even with turbulent scattering the maximum current that can be collected is
(17)+ ---2 j, r [1 + 2Vo]
where jth is the random electron current in the ionosphere. Since VA >> 1, we find that for a
physical collector with no cloud (and with no ionization) the upper bound on collected current is
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Figure 5: Cloud shape around the anodic end of the tether
approximately 2_r_jt^(2uA/Vo).With a cloud which extends a distancer:, in frontofthe collec:or
then the collectiondistanceis
t rcL
The upper bound on the collectedcurrentisthen = 2,'rjt_r_(2vA/Vo)(rcr_L)/r_where r= isthe
radiusat which u,/_, = I. Since rcrcL/r_ >> I we see that the co.tax:totcloud willallow a much
largerbound on the collectedcurrentto a moving collector.
4 Plasma turbulence excited by contactor current flow
We have shown that plasma contactorsneed to generateelec:rosta_icturbulence so that en-
hanced scatteringof electronstakes place. Ground based testsof current collectionthrough a
contactorcloud have indicatedlargeamounts of turbulenceassociatedwith the operationof con-
factors[P.Wilbur,privatecommunication, 1986].This may provideanother explanationfor the
observationthatthe currentflowdoes not seem to be a_'ectedby the imposed magnetic (leld.
Plasma turbulenceoccursbecause the plasma becomes linearlyunstable to some plasma os-
cillation,thislineari_stabilitythen grows and saturatesdue to some nonlinearmechanism. The
nonlinearsaturatedstateiswhat causesthe enhanced scattering.Itiswellknown that currents
in plasmas can driveinstabilitiesand giveriseto enhanced resistivity.Instabilitiessuch as the ion
acousticinstabilityand the Bunemann instabilityare wellstudiedexamples of such instabilities
and willoccur in the contactorclouds. However these instabilitiespropogate mainl},along the
magnetic (leldand so giverisetoenhanced resisitivitybut not very much perpendicularscattering.
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Sincethe contactorrequiresthat the electronsbescatteredacrossthemagneticfield this will most
effectivelybedoneby waveswhichhaveA± _-PewhereA± is the perpendicularwavelengthand
Peis the electroncyclotronradius. With this in mind wemodelthe ion distribution function as
thesumof twoMaxwellians(correspondingto the contactorionsandambientions). The electron
distribution function is taken to be a drifting Maxwellian. A kinetic linear instability analysis
indicatesthat it ispossibleto find aninstability with
= , + (19)¢o r
Tie n e
2/2, k _2+k_and_,_,_,:where cot is the oscillation frequency of the instability, b_ = k±p, = _
are the ion cyclotron frequencies of the two ion species. For b, -_ O(1), k -- k± this is the lower
hybrid frequency. The growth rate is given by
wt -- kllVD .... _(_]2
_l - -'v/-_[ "k,Tv-_he t'o[ b,) exp " ''1°'_° "
hilT, w, exp_(W,/k_,hl,)2 8 r_i_T, w, exp_{W,/ku,hi2)2 ]
+ r_,T_l kvo,_l n,T_2 kvo, i2
s 1{d r
ks f"-T, v2 -,_r,v_ 1 (20)
Ir_Til thil _- neTi= thi21
where r(b,) = e-b"Io(be),fo is the Bessel function of imaginary argument and the current
density is j = -on,yD. This growth rate is maximised for
klllk = +
and for b, = O(1). This instability is called the current driven lower hybrid instability, is driven
by inverse Landau damping from the electrons and is damped by ion Landau damping. In fig.
6, the marginal stability curves (in terms of current density) are shown against electron density.
We see that instability will exist for an intermediate density range (5 x 10_ i n, i 10scrn-3) if we
consider current densities of 1 Aim _ at the collector.
This suggests that the turbulent region of the plasma cloud will be a shell or band at some
distance from the plasma source. Furthermore we see that for n e > 106cm "3, the marginal stability
curves all have minima. This indicates that the contactors will need to pull a minimum current to
work effectively. Below a critical current no instability will be excited and no turbulent scattering
will occur. From fig. 6 we can deduce a consistency condition for the current density versus eIectron
density profile. If the current density for ne -_ 10Scm -s (ambient) is the random current density
(-_ 10-SA/rn _} and at the collector (he __ 101_cm -_) is 1A/rn 2 then the profile must be more like
curve C rather than A or B. For curve A there is no turbulent scattering anywhere and therefore no
possibility of enhancement. For curve B the only unstable region occurs for a small density range
and for T,/Ti _- 10. If the contactor is emitting a nonequilibrium plasma with T,/Ti _ 10 at the
collector then far out in the cloud we would expect Te/T i <<10, and so only for C the possibility of
turbulent enhancement. This supports the idea of a turbulent shell around the collector.
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5 Discussion
It has been shown that use of high power electrodynamic tethers involves large current flows,
emission of radiation a_ well as hot pl_ma and generation of large amounts of electrostatic tur-
bulence. All of these may impact the Space Station. In light of these we can identify some of the
issues that need to be addressed by future research.
One of the most important issues is the nature of the current flows around large conductive
objects close in the far field e.g. down in the E-region of the ionosphere or is current closure local?
If current closure is a local phenomena then does this raise safety concerns? The issue of current
closure is intimately related to the question of radiation from the Space Station and tether. We see
that it is possible to lose significant amounts of power through radiation into the whistler frequency
range. This would probably deposit into the local ionosphere and cause large scale changes (heating,
ionization). If nothing else, this suggests a large signature to the tether/station combination. This
also suggests that we need to consider whether any approaching vehicles would be affected by the
radiation coming from the Station. If there were some coupling between the radiation field and the
electronics of an approaching vehicle then some damage would result.
We have seen that the use of a high power tether will involve plasma contactors. These will
emit hot plasma into the ionosphere. Since this will be occuring continously we need to consider
what will happen to all this foreign material in the ionosphere. Will it accumulate in the orbit of
the Station? Will it deposit on Space Station surfaces with possible deleterious effects? Will there
be long term changes to the ionosphere as a result of this emissior9 Even if these things are not
issues, the pl_ma clouds will have an affect on communications. Since the plasma density is so
much higher than ambient, they will block microwave frequencies and will also generate noise over
a large frequency range. This suggests that communications will have to be designed with these
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issues in mind.
6 Conclusions
We have reviewed some current work on the plasma issues associated with the use of high
power electrodynamic tethers. All the current work suggests that the tether will have a significant
impact on the ionosphere. This will occur both by deposition of electromagnetic radiation and by
deposition of plasma into the ionosphere. Both types of deposition will cause possible large scale
changes to the ionosphere and may have long term effects. These will be the subject of future
research.
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